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Aim of this work

 At LO we have a sensible prescription to include Sudakov 
effects and a solid presciption for choosing the scales. This 
means we are getting the most out of LO calculations 

 NLO calculations are very hard (not so much conceptually 
challenging today, but technically difficult/computer intensive)

 So, once you do a hard NLO calculation, you should try to 
exploit it as much as possible (i.e. not spoil your result with a 
bad scale choice) 

The goal: formulate a procedure to compute the actual NLO 
correction to matrix element style LO calculations with Sudakov 
form factors, such that the procedure to choose the scale is 
unbiased and choosen a priori 







The SINLO method
1. Find the clustering scales  q1< ... < qn (and q0 for the real term). Set 

Q0 =q1, since radiation is inclusive below q1 and the hard scale Q 
to the invariant mass after clustering

2. Evaluate n coupling constants at the scales qi, and the (n+1) αs in 
the virtual and real term at the arithmetic average of the αs(qi)

3. Set µF to the soft scale q1, and µR to the geometric average of the qi

4. Include Sudakov form factors for all Born and NLO terms

5. Subtract the NLO bit present in the CKKW Sudakov of the Born       







H+1jet

• SINLO mimics POWHEG all the way down to very small pT,H 
where standard H+1j order results diverge

• SINLO uncertainty band compatible with POWHEG all the way 
down to low transverse momenta

• SINLO more compatible with fixed rather than running scales 
(surprising? No, running scale misses Sudakov)



H+2jets

• without cuts impossible to compare to Standard NLO
• again, SINLO uncertainty band compatible with POWHEG all 

the way down to low transverse momenta



H+2jets

• running scale (HT) outside the band of SINLO
• using HT/2 leads to much better agreement
• HT/2 has becomes the preferred scale because it leads to an 

improved scale stability 
• the SINLO result confirms, independently, this choice




